ILAN RAMON DAY SCHOOL
YEARBOOK SIMPLE SENTIMENTS
Once again, we are offering a way in which you can send your well-wishes and
gratitude to your kids, friends, teachers and administrators in the yearbook.
Below are some sample ideas to share your thoughts and
let the ones you love know how much you appreciate them!
We will include your message in the 2018-19 yearbook
which will be distributed at the end of the school year.
The cost is just $18 per sentiment
YEARBOOK “SIMPLE SENTIMENTS” are due on FRIDAY, APRIL 12
(this is an absolute deadline…. NO exceptions…NO extensions!)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Examples of sentiments for the yearbook:
To STUDENT from FAMILY

Nemo, we hope your days will always be filled with laughter and smiles while you are at IRDS.
Love, Mommy, Daddy and Bubbles

To GRADUATING STUDENT from FAMILY

Dear Albert, we are so proud of you for all you’ve accomplished. Good Luck in Middle School.
The Einsteins

To TEACHER from STUDENT (or CLASS)

Miss Dora…you are the BEST Spanish teacher EVER. Gracias! Love, the 1st grade

To TEACHER from PARENT

Dear Coach Mark…thanks for teaching David to play soccer. Have a great summer!
Best, Mrs. Beckham

TO FRIEND from FRIEND

Dear LuLu…. You are the best friend EVER! Thanks for sharing your snack everyday.
Have a great summer. See you in 3rd grade! Love, FiFi

Other examples:

From GRANDPARENT to CHILD
To volunteers on a job well done
To anyone who works at IRDS
Any questions, please contact Julie Gelfand at juls64@aol.com
Please make sure sentiments are “appropriate.” All are subject to approval.

ILAN RAMON DAY SCHOOL
YEARBOOK SIMPLE SENTIMENTS`
The cost is just $18 per sentiment
GUIDELINES:
2 lines per sentiment
(84 characters MAX per line – including spaces -168 total).
If your sentiment goes over the allotted space, it will be edited.

If you want to send more than one sentiment, please write as many as you want on
the back and remember…. $18 for each sentiment
Please write your sentiment below:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
(Turn over for additional sentiments)

Submit your “Simple Sentiments” form to the office with a check
by FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2019.
(ABSOLUTE DEADLINE…. NO extensions, sorry!)

# OF SENTIMENTS: __________ @ $18 each – TOTAL: $ _________________
Please make check out to ILAN RAMON DAY SCHOOL. No cash accepted.

FAMILY NAME: ________________________________________
PHONE: __________________________ EMAIL: _________________________

Any questions, please contact Julie Gelfand at juls64@aol.com
Please make sure sentiments are “appropriate.” All are subject to approval.

